
The Liberator - a 64GB uncensorable credit card-sized flash drive of 
visualizations, documentaries, short videos, book in PDF, dank 
memes, and truth music from the Liberty movement's leading artists.
Companion Media to the new book: "Government" and "The Covid" - 
The Two Biggest Scams in History... Exposed! by Etienne de la Boetie²

The Art of Liberty Foundation is a start up public policy organization 
exposing the illegitimacy and criminality of "Government" from a 
principled voluntaryist perspective.
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Download files needed to print these posters on any large format 
printer/plotter that you or friends have access to OR have the file 
printed commercially at print shops or on-line poster printers. 
Please send us details and pics of your coolest 
bar/pub/restaurant/coffee shop/high school/university and 
public exhibitions and culture jams or check our website for 
exhibitions in your area. Events@ArtOfLiberty.org

The organized crime "government" allows banks to create money-out-of-thin-air using a technique called fractional reserve banking that we explain in detail in 
"Government" and "The Covid" - The Biggest Scams in History.... Exposed! The scheme is inflationary and steals the value out of everyone else's money. The bankers are, 
literally, stealing the world with their little paper tickets and digital dollars they create out-of-thin-air! Analogy #1 - Imagine you are playing monopoly and the banker is 
cheating and stealing $500 bills from the bank when no one is looking. At the end of the game who owns everything on the board and who are renters and debtors? 
Analogy #2 - Imagine I have a dollar and you have a dollar and we both have the only two dollars in the world. I own 50% of the world's wealth and you 
own 50%. Now imagine a bank comes along and creates two additional dollars using fractional reserve banking OR a "government" creates 2 more 
dollars using quantitative easing or for "bailouts" or "stimulus". Now you and I have been reduced to 25% of the worlds wealth and the bank has 
stolen 50%. The banks are providing certain cartel companies unlimited fractional reserve banking funds to monopolize and consolidate their own 
industries. At the end of the game who owns everything on the board and who are renters and debtors.
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